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1. 

The object of the invention is to provide in 
provements in umbrella and parasol frames, ref 
erence especially being made to the wireless type 
of frame, wherein no wires are employed for piv 
otally securing the inner ends of the ribs and 
stretchers indirectly to the shaft, or directly to 
the usual notch and runner mounted thereon, SQ 
as to thereby produce a better structure at less 
cost, and at the same time one that is more easily 
repaired, as well as one in which the breaking of 
a single hinge element does not release all of the 
ribs or stretchers, as has heretofore usually been 
the case. 
Another and more specific object is to provide 

in frames of this character, which will herein 
after be referred to by the generic term of lum 
brella frames, annular attaching members for 
subsequent mounting upon the umbrella shaft, 
called notches or runners as the case may be, 
each of said members comprising a pair of tele 
scoped, cylindrical elements, provided with a 
slotted L-shaped flange having circumferentially 
spaced slots, and the other being provided with 
an initially conical flange also having circumfer 
entially spaced slots of the same number and po 
sition as the slots of said first flange, said latter 
flange when bent into a plane at right angles to 
the common axis of said members to enclose an 
annular space between said members which is 
wholly enclosed except for said slots, a ring 
within said space having circumferentially spaced 
recesses in alignment with the pairs of slots in 
said flanges, and a rib or stretcher end portion ex 
tending radially into said space through said slots 
and having trunnions that prevent the escape of 
said end from within said recess, said ring tak 
ing the radially inward thrust upon said rib or 
stretcher, while the sides of the ring's recesses 
operating to prevent lateral shifting or turning 
Or said rib or stretcher other than in a plane coin 
cident with the axis of said notch or runner and 
the shaft which is surrounded thereby. 
With the objects thus briefly set forth, the in 

vention comprises further details of construc 
tion and operation, which are hereinafter fully 
brought out in the following description, when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which FigS. 1 and 2 are, respectively, 
the plan and side elevations, the latter being 
partially in section, of the inner shell or tubular 
member of the improved notch or runner con 
struction; Figs. 3 and 4 are corresponding views 
of the improved ring; Figs. 5 and 6 are similar 
views of the improved outer shell or tubular tele 
scoping member of said notch or runner; Fig. 7 
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is a longitudinal section of the three elements of 
Figs. 1 to 6 in assembled relation but before the 
initially conical flange of the inner shell or tubul 
lar member is flattened against the intervening 
ring; Fig. 8 is similar to Fig. 7 but showing the 
end portion of a rib or stretcher in operative po 
sition and the last-mentioned flange flattened in 
final position; Fig. 9 is a front elevation of the 
assembly shown in Fig. 8 partially broken away; 
and Fig. 10 is a plan of a ring that is modified to 
the extent of having more peripheral recesses 
than the ring shown in Figs. 3 and 9. 

Referring to the drawings, it is to be under 
stood that the structure shown in the drawings 
represents either a notch or runner, for while 
the proportion of its length to its diameter is 
that of a notch, the only difference between it 
and a runner to which the invention is applied is 
in its length and incorporation of any suitable 
means for yieldingly maintaining such runner in 
a given position upon the usual shaft. Accord 
ingly, the alternative term "notch or runner' will 
be used to designate the fact that the invention 
is equally Well adapted to each of them, and for 
want of a generic term. 
The inner shell, as shown per se in Figs. 1 

and 2, comprises a cylindrical portion f, having 
circumferentially spaced lugs or ears 2, initially 
extending from it in one longitudinal direction. 
In the opposite direction there initially extends a 
diagonally outwardly directed flange 3, having 
a Series of circumferentially spaced, radially ex 
tending slots 4, which are ten in number for a 
ten-rib umbrella, or sixteen in number for a 
sixteen-rib umbrella, though only a representa 
tive eight slots are shown for purposes of illus 
tration. 
In Figs. 3 and 4 is shown a plane ring 5 hav 

ing a central aperture 6 of sufficient size to re 
ceive the outer diameter of the cylindrical por 
tion of the inner ring. The outer periphery of 
this ring is broken by a series of equally spaced, 
preferably rectangular recesses or cut-outs 7, each 
of which has a radially, inwardly projecting, pref 
erably rectangular central extension 8 of less 
width than the major outer portion of the cut 
out. - 

The size and shape of these recessed cut-outs 
substantially conform to the shape of the radially 
inner end portions of the ribs and stretchers. 9 
of an umbrella frame, each of which latter in 
the improved invention comprises a flattened 
portion ?o, from the laterally opposite sides of 
Which extend the ends of a pin or rivet, which 
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serve as trunnions about which the rib or stretcher 
oscillates angularly. 

Referring to Figs. 8 and 9, it will be seen that 
the extreme end of the flattened portion O of the 
rib or stretcher is positioned in the inner cut 
out extension 8, when the umbrella frame is in 
open or extended position, while at the same time 
the trunnions are positioned in the laterally 
opposite portions 'a of the recess T. 
In Figs. 5 and 6 is shown the improved outer 

shell, which comprises a cylindrical portion 2 of 
such internal diameter as to slidably receive 
telescopically the corresponding portion of said 
inner shell, after which the lugs or ears 2 are 
deflected radially outwardly (Figs. 7 and 8) to 
prevent accidental separation of said shells foll 
lowing assembly. The opposite end of said outer 
shell merges into a planular section f3, which 
thence terminates in a cylindrical extension 4, 
the outer diameter of which is substantially equal 
to that of the flange 3 of the inner shell when 
the latter is flattened into its final form (Figs. 
8 and '9). 
"Circumferentially spaced slots d5 extend in 

'Wardly from the Outer free edge of said flanges 
3 and 4 to a depth having substantially the 
same diameter as that of the inner ends of the 
slots 4 in the flange 3 of said inner shell (Figs. 7 
and 8). Also it Will be noted as an essential con 
idition of theinvention, that the axes of the inner 
and Outer shellslots 4 and 5 and the intervening 
ring cutouts 7-8 must be in alignment, in order 
to provide for and insure free oscillation of the 
ribs or stretchers positioned therein. 

iReferring to Fig. 10, there is shown a slightly 3 
imodified form of ring 6, having an axial bore 
ill, corresponding to the bore 6 in the ring 5, 
and Outwardly directed, circumferentially spaced 
cutouts 8, which construction is primarily de 
Signed for use in a standard sixteen-rib umbrella : 
frame, or one of Sufficiently more ribs than can 
be provided for by the construction shown in 
Figs. 1-9. In this case, the end of the rib or 
stretcher alone enters a cutout 8 and finds there 
What may be termed a thrust-bearing, while the 
trunnions of the rib or stretcher ride or oscillate 
upon the peripheral surface 9 of said ring, upon 
the Opposite sides of the particular cutout into 
which the end of the rib or stretcher extends. 
By either of these arrangements, the final as 

Sembly of the two shells, ring and rib or stretcher 
is maintained, without the slightest tendency of 
either of the flanges 3 and 4 to be deflected away 
from their respective operative positions, while 
in generala, more rigid and resultingly permanent 
Structure is insured. 

Having thus described our invention, what we 
claim and desire to protect by Letters Patent of 
the United States is: 

1. In an umbrella frame, a notch or runner 
construction comprising an inner shell having a 
'cylindrical portion and a radially slotted plane 
flange, an outer shell comprising a cylindrical 
portion in telescopic relation to the correspond 
ing portion of said inner shell and also a plane 
flange having a cylindrical extension, said last 
mentioned flange and its extension being pro 
vided with Spaced slots in registry with the slots 
of Saidinner shellflange, the flanges of said shells 
defining an annular space between them, and a 
ring Within Said space having cutouts aligned 
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4 
with said slots, the sides of said cutouts function 
ing as thrust bearings for a rib or stretcher ex 
tending through said slots into said annular 
Space. 

2. In an umbrella frame, a notch or runner 
construction comprising an inner Shell having a 
cylindrical portion and a radially slotted plane 
flange, an outer shell comprising a cylindrical 
portion in telescopic relation to the correspond 
ing portion of Said inner shell and also a plane 
flange having a cylindrical extension, said last 
mentioned flange and its extension being pro 
vided with spaced slots in registry with the slots 
of Said inner. Shell flange, the flanges of Said Shells 
‘defining an annular space between them, and a 
ring within said space having cutouts aligned 
With said slots, each cutout having a central ex 
tension, in combination. With a rib or stretcher 
extending through Said slots into said annular 
Space and carrying oppositely projecting trun 
nions, the end of said rib or stretcher extending 
into Said central Cutout extension. While said 
trunnions engage the walls of said cutout upon 
the opposite sides of said extension. 

3. In an umbrella frame, a notch or runner 
comprising the combination of a pair of tele 
Scopic members enclosing an annular space and 
having circumferentially spa, ced apertures 
through which the endportions of ribs or stretch 
erS extend into said space, each of said ribs or 
stretchers being provided with oppositely extend 
ing trunnions, which prevent said end portions 
from being freely withdrawn from within said 
'annular Space, and an annular ring within said 
Space provided With cutouts to slidably receive 
the ends of Said ribs or stretchers and prevent 
them from shifting angularly in the plane in 
Which said trunnions extend. 

4. In an umbrella frame, a notch or runner 
“comprising the combination of a pair of tele 
Scopic members enclosing an annular space and 
having circumferentially spaced slots through 
Which extend the end portions of ribs or stretch 
cers, each of Said ribs or stretchers being provided 
With Oppositely extending trunnions, which pre 
Vent Said end portions from being freely with 
'drawn from Within said annular space, and an 
annular ring within said space provided with cir 
cumferentially spaced cutouts to receive the end 
portions of Said ribs or stretchers and said trun 
nions, and each cutout having a radially inward 
extension to receive the end only of said rib or 
Stretched beyond said trunnions, said inward ex 
tension being Operative to prevent angular shift 
ing of Said rib or stretcher in the plane in which 
lie Said trunnions, and the widened outer portions 
of Said cutouts being operative as bearings for 
said trunnions. 

WAYNE. S. EVANS. 
LOUIS G. TARTAGLIA. 
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